
YA-B105
Orthopedic Traction Frame

Better comfort!
Better care



YA-B105
ORTHOPEDIC TRACTION FRAME

1. The main part is made of carbon fiber, which has strong perspective 
and is suitable for X-ray and C-arm.
2. The metal part is made of 304 stainless steel and aviation aluminum, 
which ensures a stable structure and reduces its own weight.
3. The flexible joint design can be converted into various angles to 
ensure that the doctor has a wide field of vision.
4. Equipped with an auxiliary trolley, it is easy to install and use, and is 
suitable for various operating tables.

FEATURES

The main body of the traction frame is made of carbon fiber X-ray translucent material, which is 
suitable for X-ray and C-arm. It can meet the stretching and traction requirements of various leg 
orthopedic operations, and can perform multiple angle conversions to ensure that doctors have 
a wide field of vision during the operation. The traction frame is light and easy to operate, and 
can be perfectly suit for any operating table with different connecting solution.

Height adjustment

Carbon Fiber Pole Outreach

Carbon Fiber Pole length

Foot adjustment device translation

Foot adjustment device height adjustment

Foot adjustment device horizontal rotation angle

Foot adjustment device vertical rotation angle

shoe rotation angle

shoe traction distance

Leg support adjustment distance

Lateral position lift

Seat pillar length

Seat pillar dia

Can follow the height of surgical table

180°

1400mm

≥1200mm

≥380mm

360°

360°

360°

≥190mm

≥1200mm

≥120mm

230mm

80mm

SPECIFICATION



The seat board and the main part 
are made of imported carbon fiber 
material, which has strong perspec-
tive performance, and can make 
X-rays shine on the bed at any 
angle without refraction, maximizing 
the doctor's field of vision.

The traction frame can perform 
180-degree abduction and 
translation, which is suitable for a 
variety of orthopedic surgery 
positions, and is suitable for hip 
joint, tibia and fibula operations.

Carbon Fiber Material

The height adjustment device can 
be adjusted with the height of the 
operating table, and has a locking 
device, which is stable and firm.

Height Adjustment Device

Angle Adjustment Device

The foot adjustment device can be 
adjusted in multiple angles such as 
translation and rotation, with 
precise scale indications, allowing 
doctors to easily fix the patient in 
the best surgical position.

Foot Adjustment Device




